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The One-Minute Cure reveals a remarkable, scientifically proven natural therapy that creates a host within
the body where disease cannot thrive, thus enabilng the body to cure itself of disease. hepatitis, multiple
sclerosis, herpes, ARTHRITIS RHEUMATOID and asthma. Over 6,100 articles in European scientific
literature have got attested to the effectiveness of this safe, inexpensive and effective healing modality,
and has been administered by an estimated 15,000 European doctors, naturopaths and homeopaths to a lot
more than 10 million patients previously 70 years to successfully treat practically every known disease --
including however, not limited to cancer, AIDS, heart disease, diabetes, Alzheimer's Disease, Parkinson's
Disease.
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. This info is transformational!. purchased this publication back 2013 and started the recommended protocol
immediately on Nov 1 of this year THEREFORE I purchased this publication back in 2013 and started the
recommended protocol immediately on Nov 1 of that year. My husband has been battling a rare Lymphoma
since 2012.. I am right now actually in circumstances of shock and feel like I wish to cry b/c so many ppl
have lost their lives who might have been saved with these details about oxygen therapy. It includes
answers to lots of health complications. H2o2 is a very Powerful substance and must be used properly. I
went through the complete recommended protocol up to 25 drops and back down. As a maintainence level I
really do 8 to 9 drops once a day. My favorite time to accomplish h2o2 is before I go to bed if I haven’t
consumed for about three hours. It didn't make any sense to me back then b/c I didn't have the
knowledge then! I have found that I obtain awesome restful sleep after taking it. If that doesn’t work
out I'll take it in the morning before I consume. You must take h2o2 on an empty stomach to reap the
benefits of it. So significantly the benefits I have received from h2o2 can be I Haven’t been sick since
2013. A couple of times i sensed like something might be arriving on and I dual up the daily dosage. In a
couple of days all symptoms had been gone. Then I return to my standard once a time dosage. Just
recently had an inner ear illness. Doubled my dosage and added some drops to my hearing. Couple of days all
symptoms gone! I know first hand how alcoholism can destroy a complete family, everybody's life, not

merely the alcoholic's! I’m today approaching 68 and feel very good for an old guy. I still run about 21/2
miles three to four 4 days a week and actually believe the h2o2 is assisting me do that. And again the
awesome restful sleep I obtain when I consider it before bed is truly amazing.! Good An informative, quick
read. I am hoping this helps you decide whether to use the h2o2 therapy. Sure glad I did! I've used this
with my child. He had ... I have used this with my son.. Bought due to some hypochondriac nut on YouTube..
I happened to come across a youtube video which discussed this book therefore i came to amazon to check
it away. I felt the purchase price was high (I am disabled, living on a minimal income) but after reading a
cheap Kindle hydrogen peroxide book with not much info, I ordered this one. It arrived today and I've
already completed reading it. I heard about oxygen therapy b/f but this publication actually helped me to
understand how and just why it works!!!. It’s almost 1130 PM and I simply got my h2o2 and headed off to
bed.! Zero scientific references to statements made in publication.!! It does seem sensible today! I am so
content I found it! It explains how hydrogen peroxide works in the body, how to dilute it, how to make
use of it, what health problems it helps and why, and what oxygen therapy is usually and the various kinds
of this therapy (use of hydrogen peroxide is one of the types). Everyone should read it! A+A+A+
Vendor~HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! I simply lost a pal to cancer and today I examine in this publication how
she could have been saved. Personally i think so humbled. It could had saved someone I understand who
became an alcoholic. Also I've had some small arthritis in my own finger joints which is currently
undetectable. I discovered a lot in the process, and today I finally "graduated"! I have already been doing
h2o2 therapy since that time with good outcomes. I have been searching for cures for many years, spent
all my cash (while I still had some) on different treatments (both option and reg doctors, also changed diet
several times and improved my entire life style in a number of ways) and nothing at all ever worked, except
of the diet and lifestyle changes. There is so much pain and struggling and despair! That is probably the
most useful books I have ever go through! I am today remembering the one time when, after having
learned a bit of Shamanism, I talked to a tree which told me: "Nature loves you!" It makes sense right
now b/c oxygen IS nature! I am also remembering the 3 times I fulfilled Jesus during meditation (I am
not spiritual but I was desperately looking for cure in those days, suffering badly from chronic discomfort,

and nearly died from cancer a few years prior to it) and Jesus kept my hands and told me to help people
with their health. Or sometimes I will get up around midnight and consider it easily wake up. This will need
treatment of eleven of my health issues! Interesting Very hard to remain on full recommended dose
A+A+A+ SELLER~HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! I am so content I learned it today, this book tied together



everything else I've learned during decades of searching. I also browse how my father, who passed away
from diabetes at age 54, could have been saved, only if I had this info 30 years ago! This is definitely an
extremely spiritual and transformational encounter for me personally. Everybody who has had severe pain
and/or nearly died would know very well what I am saying. Hydrogen Peroxide does cure cancer There
exists a contigency of evil - yes evil - profiteers who've convinced patients that the only path to take care
of cancer is through mutilation (surgery), poison (chemo) and burning (radiation). If you believe chemo and
radiation -- both which can cause malignancy and have MANY horrific side effects -- are effective,
nevertheless, you scoff at hydrogen peroxide, then you'll be in trouble in the event that you get
cancers.Hydrogen peroxide offers cured two people I know. The physician said there is nothing even more
they could do. Interferon (the chemo) almost killed her three times. One had Stage III recurrent
malignant melanoma. Great reserve According to statistics she must have been dead.UNTIL. It had been
clear that the treatment was designed to ease his discomfort instead of curative. He required hydrogen
peroxide and is usually cured - forget about tumors. So today I blend it with herb tea or a little lemonade.
When you have more than Stage I, you will likely die using conventional treatments. Buy the Food Quality
35% Hydrogen Peroxide WITH the book ? This book talks about Food Grade 35% hydrogen peroxide being
the cure for virtually EVERYTHING! So you may as well purchase some WITH the publication, because you

are likely to want it! Watch some you tube movies about the Hydrogen Peroxide as well. It cures
everything ?? Non-Cancer but FEEL GOOD With This Plan I started third , plan 3 weeks ago, and I feel
really good.. I do not have cancer, but felt I really was run down, got the "blahs" and generally unhappy
with my physical condition.Just a word of caution: It's accurate that as you raise the amount of H2O2 in
your drink, it begins to taste like chlorine.I know both of these folks. Snake oil! Don't waste materials your
time and effort with this. He is now 2 years post treatment but still cancer free of charge. I wouldn't
end up being disabled now! May cause harm. Good Night time All! There is certainly help, there is get rid of,
there is hope! Thank you to the author for composing it!who in 1936 found that malignancy cannot survive
an alkaline environment. Well explained. Short and readable. I take advantage of this book a lot. I find it
safe to use and also have had no problems. It certainly helped my perifial neuropathy. I acquired into my
office, turned on my computer, and in the right lower corner a package popped up having said that "An end
to Cancer".! Overall my wellness, for a 63 season old male was great. He started at a sophisticated stage
IV, on both sides of the diaphragm, including in the colon. There is no known treatment because of this
type, therefore he went right into a scientific trial at MD Anderson. He was pulled after six months due to
cardiac complications and was found clean when he was re staged with the exception of a large active
lymph-node in his Right groin. He offers since experienced 3 different chemo protocols trying to eliminate
this extremely resistant tumor. Nothing has worked ..A 74-year-old guy with Stage IV sarcoma had gone to
Mayo Clinic for treatment. He previously a human brain tumor and was not likely to be cancer free of
charge after his treatment. Nevertheless, I wanted to do something to safeguard myself from disease as
I aged into my final years.. I was praying out loud in the car on my way to function in March of 18,
requesting God if there is anything I could do to eliminate this cancer, please direct me to it and present
me the capability to understand and skills implement it. God inspired!. I desire I have had it going back
twenty years!I clicked onto it and it was about Auto Warburg.. Peroxide food grade Interesting concept.
After that, I came across the "About a minute Treatment" Started applying it for my husband and in June
2018.. I no more have headaches, I have more energy, I sleep soundly through the night and also have
wonderful dreams.the very resistant cancerous tumor in his groin was now undetectable. I am amazed. She

required hydrogen peroxide and she is still alive and healthy six years later.
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